
A suite of API-
enabled solutions 
to guide wealth 
customers in 
their investment 
decisions.

_INSIGHT APIS



A broad suite of unique 
insights to embed into 
your customer experience.
End customers rarely get a rich picture of their investments -  
they either receive limited information or, alternatively, an overload 
of data, making it difficult to reflect on their investments or find 
inspiration to take the next investment decision.

Our goal at InvestSuite is to make managing wealth an engaging  
and immersive experience. We provide a suite of products  
designed to augment your platform and deliver moments of delight  
to your customers.

Insight APIs are API-enabled solutions to guide and inspire wealth 
customers in their investment decisions and bring portfolio reporting 
to life in an intuitive, engaging manner.



INSIGHTS ON COMPANIES AND STOCKS

News - Find the most relevant news 
sources for any investment concept
Our News API aggregates thousands of 
news sources to find the most relevant 
news articles for any investment 
concept. It determines the sentiment 
(negative/positive/neutral) and 
automatically summarises the article 
using machine learning.

X-Ray - Fundamental data transformed 
into actionable insights
Our X-Ray API scores stocks on 8 
understandable dimensions: valuation, 
growth, momentum, stability, financial 
health, profitability, sentiment and ESG. 
It allows users, even with little financial 
background, to intuitively grasp key 
metrics of an instrument.

ID Card - An on-demand snapshot  
of relevant security data 
Our ID Card API provides a range of 
different data points for a security. 
The information is shown in a 
comprehensive and intuitive summary. 
It is available for stocks, ETFs and 
mutual funds. It can be used to augment 
information shown to investors and 
traders. It can be used as an additional 
visualisation of a company in your 
application.

Logos - Global brand logos  
aggregated in one endpoint
Our Logos API provides access to 
scalable logos for the 12,000 largest 
companies in the world. 



Themes - Curated thematic lists to 
provide smart grouping of securities
Our Themes API groups and curates 
relevant stocks, ETFs and funds 
according to specific investment themes 
and subthemes, such as 5G revolution 
and solar technology. It helps to give 
investors insight into the most powerful 
themes that are shaping the world. 

INSIGHTS ON INSTRUMENTS

INSIGHTS ON COUNTRIES/ECONOMIES

Economic Dashboard - Indicators that 
elegantly communicate key economic data
Our Economic Dashboard API is a ‘market 
barometer’ that provides insights into a wide 
range of economic indicators for specific 
regions: economic activity, employment, 
inflation, and more. These indicators can 
even be plotted onto geographic maps. 

Smart Search - Search for instruments  
on a wide range of criteria
Our Smart Search API provides retail 
investors with a quick search for 
instruments based on a complex 
filter covering a wide range of criteria, 
such as our X-ray factors. It allows 
investors and traders to define their own 
dynamic strategies, leading to increased 
interaction and trading.

Inspiration - Inspire with fresh  
investment ideas 
Our Inspiration API provides inspiration 
for investors, stimulating new ideas 
based on curated lists. The suggestions 
are automated, built upon predefined 
investment criteria, using our Smart 
Search API.



Monte Carlo Simulation -  
Simulate long-term performance  
to educate and inspire
Our Monte Carlo API simulates a range 
of possible future returns for a portfolio, 
and can incorporate periodic deposits 
and withdrawals, showing the impact  
of those transactions. It can also make 
use of house views on future asset  
class returns.

INSIGHTS ON PORTFOLIOS

Portfolio & ESG Analytics - Analytics on 
portfolios and ESG performance
Our Portfolio & ESG Analytics API analyses 
portfolios and provides a look-through 
based on sectors, regions and themes. 
It displays risk analytics and shows ESG 
analytics translated into relatable insights. 
It stimulates clients to think about their 
portfolio and find possible improvements.

Past Performance & Attribution - 
Performance calculation  

and attribution for transparency  
and engagement

Our Past Performance & Attribution  
API calculates the historical return  

of a portfolio and gives an 
understandable insight into the drivers 

of the client’s portfolio.

REGIONS: + 0,80%

Positive momentum on the European equity market

The fund was invested in companies from across the world, giving it exposure to 2 
different regions. As the sentiment within an individual regional market impacts the 
performance of companies that are located within that region, region performance 
can be an important driver of performance. This proved to be very valuable as the 
fund gained 0,80% due to its region allocation, and this was mainly driven by the 
European equity market, in which the fund was, on average, 39% invested.

There have been a lot of fluctuations in how the European equity market 
performed over the course of this period, and overall, it performed less good than 
the worldwide stock market in general (6,71% compared to 7,89%). However, its 
contribution remained positive as the fund had more exposure to this region when 
it performed better than the worldwide stock market in general, and had less 
exposure when it didn’t. This effect can be attributed to the market timing of 
certain transactions.

In-depth

Performance attribution Equity performance attribution - Market point of view
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AVERAGE REGION EXPOSURE AND CONTRIBUTION
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Thematic allocation and contribution

Climate change & Stability Companies that contribute to Climate 
Change & Stability are related to the 
following Sustainable Development Goals 
of the United Nations:

Did you know that the global electricity access 
rate improved from 83% in 2010 to 90% in 
2019?

3,56%Alternative Energy & Transport

5,67%Eco Products & Services

1,77%Renewable Energy - 0,02%

28,08%Total + 1,1%

17,08%Energy Efficiency + 1,61%

- 0,12%

- 0,37%

ALLOCATION CONTRIBUTION

Your portfolio is most 
invested in companies 
that contribute to 
empowerment
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Contact

Capatal Bank

212-471-0904

1540 Broadway, 17th floor - New York, NY 10036

info@capatalbank.com

capatalbank.com

/company/dpam

THE BEST TIME TO PLANT A 
TREE WAS 20 YEARS AGO. 
THE SECOND BEST TIME IS 
NOW.

Before investing, obtain and review the current prospectus, Key Investor Information Document (KIID) and any applicable local offering document. These 
documents, as well as the annual and semi-annual reports and the articles of incorporation, are available in English free from your financial adviser, your 
Capatal Bank regional contact, the fund’s issuer (see below) or at www.capatalbank.com. A summary of investor rights is available in English at https://
capatalbank.com/investor-rights. Capatal Bank may decide to terminate the arrangements made for the marketing of its collective investment undertakings 
in accordance with GENERAL DISCLOSURES Article 93a of Directive 2009/65/EC and Article 32a of Directive 2011/61/EU.

Building on strong 
foundations, we expect 
the fund’s future to be 
bright

The fund’s future

Expected Net Asset Value of the fund over the next 15 years

€ 150,83
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Stay ahead.
At InvestSuite, we believe a combination  
of shifting customer expectations,  
technological evolutions, and the emerging 
ecosystem of financial institutions, fintechs and 
core banking platform providers is creating  
enormous opportunities. 

With our suite of white-label solutions, we help 
financial companies extend their product range 
with next-generation tools, in an agile, fast and 
cost-effective way. We are a pure B2B InvestTech 
company with a team comprised of seasoned 
experts who operate across AI/machine learning, 
design, human insights and wealth management. 

Our shared goal is to create user experiences that 
open new markets and drive commercial success 
for our clients. 

Feel free to contact us if you would like to discover our suite of InvestTech solutions.

hello@investsuite.com | www.investsuite.com  
Bart Vanhaeren  CEO  +32 472 70 57 72  


